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Window Dressing? 

Boxers come in two equally acceptable colors—fawn and brindle, with or without white 

markings. Solid white or over 1/3 white is a disqualification under the breed standard. 

Simple enough, you may say. But you would be wrong.  

Fawns come in many shades—from near beige to the deepest stag red and all the subtle 

variations in between. Brindles appear with hardly a stripe on a fawn ground of any one of 

those variations, to such a heavy concentration of striping that they look nearly solid black 

(so-called „reverse brindles‟). Several breeders over the years have actually selected for 

solid black and white boxers, although they are not allowed under the breed standard. 

There are hundreds of variations of the fawn and brindle colors, and they can be solid or 
marked with white in certain areas.  

The love affair with flashy white markings began, some would argue, with the advent of 

Bang Away in 1949. A departure from the more common near-solid fawns and brindles, his 

eye-catching markings really ushered in the mania for flash. High white stockings, generous 

white on the muzzle—all are prized by the breeder. Indeed, I have even heard breeders 

today refer to any dog without a full white collar as „plain‟ (or more recently, „classic‟). 

Although the revised breed standard of 2005 seemed to be the answer looked for by 

supporters of the so-called plain boxer (“The absence of white markings, the so-called 

„plain‟ fawn or brindle, is perfectly acceptable and should not be penalized in any 

consideration of color.”), actual experience in the ring seems still to favor their flashy 

counterparts. Whether this is because of a deeply entrenched prejudice for flash or a 

pragmatic response to actual show results remains to be seen. Indeed, the first words out of 

a breeder‟s mouth when reporting on a new litter are likely to recount how many flashy and 

how many plain pups lie in the whelping box—emphasis on „flashy.‟  

Another consideration of color and markings relates to camouflage. Dark brindling tends to 

disguise faults of shoulder angulation, topline, and even general condition. The fawn color is 

not so much forgiving as it is revealing. For either color, fortuitous white markings curving 

low on the neck may create the illusion of better shoulder angulation, while a full white 

collar tends to give the often incorrect impression of a short, thick neck. There are those 

who believe that a solid black mask with no white on the face imparts a somber expression. 

Others object to uneven distribution of white markings on the muzzle, while many breeders 
do not discriminate in this regard.  

The only absolutes of color are those relating to disqualification. Breeders, however, are 

continually selecting, even if only subconsciously (and certainly subjectively), what colors 

they keep, breed, and show. Every time a breeder chooses one puppy over another on the 

basis of markings and color, or allows those color preferences to determine a close decision 

between littermates, another ballot is cast. Perhaps in an ideal world we would all be 
colorblind, and evaluate structure and temperament before the window dressing.  
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